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  What’s the similarity  

Between a wrist and 

Entry; and company 

and tea 

[theme = age-olds] 

theme video citation: on cited: youtube, from cited: The Dark Night, 2008, current accessible link: 

as of today’s first above date, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E679XJellLs 
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Wrist  , entry 

Similar, how? 

Commonly: the wrist 

Is the entry to the  

Arm; 

And-or hand 

[wrist,  

As a] 

 

An entry shouldn’t  

Take wrist 

To get in; 

Because then it 

Doesn’t quite, 

Work [entry, as 

a] 

 

Then; more 

Metaphorically; 

Worn on a wrist is 

The entry or opposite 

To the wrister … 

 

Such as in: 

I believe but am 
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Not sure 

In recollection 

“The Fountainhead” 

By Ayn Rand; [but it could have been another cited: Ayn Rand manifesto] 

 

An entry 

 

Is usually  

In connectedness 

Clearly depicted 

A wrist is fragmented 

Into shape 

Similarly to 

An entry 
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So the two have in 

Common this, perhaps 

Especially: 

Shape. 

 

More basic: how, so? 

Perhaps you blow 

Up a wrist 

Or shrink 

An entry; 

And so it is.  

 

What about  

‘company’ and ‘tea’ 
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Well, you notice tea 

esp. in tea bag form 

Is often packaged like 

Other products such;  

As a company. 

 

And in consumer production 

Knowledge 

Acquirement or something 

: perhaps everything 

 

That is packaged similarly 

[shapes] is similar 

To learn; even If you didn’t think  

So. 

 

Perhaps. 

 

 It perhaps might 

Just be to work like 

(of / a …. etc.) 

‘’company’’ you 

Need tea or its 

Like. 
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tea goes along 

with things that teach 

You how to cook, cook it, 

And goes along for 

Tea means … similar 

Where similar  

Is belong, -ing 

 

Com[y], pan : tea; y sub for e, 

And you can cook tea 

In a … 

 

 

 

 

 

 


